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SCOTT PUTNAM

"Welcome to the world of Scott Putnam, where passion and expertise collide! For 34 years, Scott has been selling and racing Subarus, and he truly lives, eats, and breathes everything Subaru.  Whether you're looking to buy a new Subaru or upgrade your current ride, Scott's level of expertise and experience is unmatched. Get ready to take your love for Subaru to the next level with Scott Putnam!"







RALLY AMERICA CHAMPIONS

With 34 years of Subaru sales experience and over 20 years of rally competition, Scott Putnam is a force to be reckoned with. Scott is a four-time RA/ARA National Super Production Champion, co-driving for Lauchlin O'Sullivan. He's not just talk, he walks the walk and delivers a winning performance every time."







X GAMES

"Scott Putnam is a seasoned rally competitor, having participated in X Games twice. The O'Sullivan/Putnam team finished 4th in the X Games 12 Rally and have made a name for themselves in the rally world. A memorable moment from X Games 14 shows Ken Block passing below during a race. Scott's experience and success speak for themselves."







SAFETY

Subaru? Safe? I can vouch for the safety of the car you are looking at purchasing: STI’s in particular have been personally crash tested many, many times.







My Subaru Home: Luther Bloomington Subaru

"Discover the best in Subaru care at Luther Bloomington Subaru. As a volume and customer service leader in the Mid-America region, we go the extra mile to ensure a seamless and enjoyable purchasing experience."
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